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A system of nonlinear finite difference equations corresponding to a class of 
coupled parabolic equations in a bounded domain is investigated. Using the 
method of upper-lower solutions we construct two monotone sequences for the 
finite difference equations. It is shown that when the reaction function is 
quasimonotone nondecreasing, nonincreasing or mixed quasimonotone, these two 
sequences converge monotonically to a unique solution of the finite difference 
system. This monotone convergence leads to an existence-comparison theorem as 
well as iterative numerical algorithms for the computation of the solution. It also 
gives error estimates for the finite difference solution in each iteration without 
explicit knowledge of the solution. Moreover, the monotone convergence property 
is used to prove the convergence of the finite difference solution to the corre- 
sponding solution of the differential system as the mesh size decreases to zero. 
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1. INTR~OUCTION 
Due to the development of various reaction-diffusion type problems 
from biology, ecology, physiology, and other fields, nonlinear reaction- 
diffusion equations have been given extensive attention in recent years both 
analytically and numerically. The analytic discussions on reaction-diffusion 
equations are mostly qualitative, such as existence-uniqueness of a solution, 
traveling wave solutions, stability problems, and large time behavior of 
solutions (cf. [3, 7, 9-13, 20]), whilst the numerical investigation is often 
concerned with methods of computation, convergence of discrete problems, 
and error estimates of approximate solutions (cf. [ 1, 5, 14-193). In this 
paper, we study a coupled system of two nonlinear finite difference reac- 
tion-diffusion equations which is a discrete version of a class of parabolic 
boundary value problems. The consideration of this system is motivated by 
a number of physical problems in various fields. A basic mathematical 
concern of this problem is whether the corresponding nonlinear discrete 
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algebraic equations possess a solution and whether this solution converges 
to the solution of the diffelrential system as the mesh size decreases to zero. 
In physical models, it is important to know what kind of solution is 
physically meaningful and how to compute the solution from the finite 
difference system. In general, the computation of a solution for a nonlinear 
system of algebraic equations involves some kind of iterations. This leads 
to the question of convergence of the sequence of iterations and error 
estimates of the approximations. The aim of this paper is to investigate the 
above questions concerning the existence and uniqeness of a solution to a 
suitable nonlinear finite difference system, methods of iterations for the 
computation of the solution, including error estimates of the approxima- 
tions, and convergence of the finite difference system to the differential 
system. 
Our basic tool for achieving the above goals is the method of upper- 
lower solutions and its associated monotone iterations. This method has 
been extensively used in the treatment of parabolic and elliptic systems 
(cf. [9, 11-13, 201). It has also been used for numerical solutions of finite 
difference equations but mostly for scalar boundary value problems (cf. 
[14-181). The basic idea of this method is that by using upper and lower 
solutions as two distinct initial iterations in a suitable iterative scheme one 
can construct two monotone sequences which converge monotonically 
from above and below, respectively, to a unique solution of the problem. 
This monotone convergence property also leads to error estimates for the 
solution of the finite difference system since each iteration narrows the gap 
between the lower and upper bounds of the solution. However, unlike 
scalar reaction-diffusion equations, the application of this method to 
coupled systems is more complicated especially when the reaction function 
is mixed quasimonotone. 
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we formulate a coupled 
system of nonlinear finite difference quations and introduce the notion of 
upper and lower solutions. The monotone sequences for the finite difference 
equations are constructed in Section 3, where the reaction function is either 
quasimonotone nondecreasing or quasimonotone nonincreasing. Similar 
monotone sequences for mixed quasimonotone functions are given in 
Section 4. These monotone sequences lead to some existence-comparison 
theorems as well as numerical algorithms for the computation of the solu- 
tion. In Section 5 we prove the convergence of the finite difference solution 
to the analytical solution for each of the three type quasimonotone 
functions. 
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2. UPPER-LOWER SOLUTIONS 
Let 52* be a bounded domain in Rp (p = 1,2, . ..) and let 13sZ* be the 
boundary of a*. Consider the coupled system of nonlinear parabolic 
equations 
u I -D(l) v2u =f”‘(X, 2, u, u) (te(O, T],xESZ*) (2.1) 
v - DC2) v2u =pyx, t, u, v) I 
with the boundary and initial conditions 
a(‘)azL/av +pu =g”)(X, t) 
a’2’au/av + /IY”U = gyx ? t) (t E (0, T-J, x E aQ*) (2.2) 
24(x, 0) = lp(x), u(x, 0) = lp2’(x) (xEQ*L 
where V2 is the Laplacian operator in Q* and d/dv is the outward normal 
derivative on %2*. It is assumed that for each I = 1,2, D(l) E D”‘(x, t) > 0 
on A?*, ~4’) E a(‘)(x) > 0, /I(‘) E /I”)(x) > 0 with a(‘) + /I(‘) > 0 on aQ*, and 
f(l), g”‘, and tj(‘) are Holder continuous functions of their respective 
arguments. In general, the “reaction function” (f”‘, f’*‘) is nonlinear in 
(u, u) and may depend explicitly on (x, t). 
Let i= (iI, . . . . ip) be a multiple index with i, = 0, 1,2, . . . . M, + 1, and let 
xi = (Xi,, . ..) xiP) be an arbitrary mesh point in A?*, where M, is the total 
number of interior points in the x,-coordinate direction. Denote by s2 and 
A the set of mesh points in Q* and Q* x [0, T], respectively, and by f the 
set of mesh boundary points in aQ*. The set of all mesh points in 
Q* x [0, T] and %2x [0, T] are denoted, respectively by ;i and S, 
where 6* is the closure of Q*. We assume that the domain Q=Q+ r is 
connected. For any spatial increment Ax, = h,, in the x,-coordinate 
direction we let h,e be the vector in Rp with h, as the vth component and 
zero elsewhere. Then the standard second-order difference operator is given 
by 
A(“b(xi, t,) s lq2[w(xi +h,.e, t,)- w(x,, t,) + w(x;- h,e, t,)]. 
Let k, - t, - t,-, be the time increment for n = 1, 2, . . . . n* and set 
ui,n = u(xi, tn), Ui,n = u(xj, t,), djf; = d([)(x;, t,) 
f(‘)CUi,n, 21i,n) =f”‘(xi, tn, u(xi, tnh u(xi, tn)). 
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Then an implicit finite difference approximation for the parabolic equations 
in (2.1) is given by 
k,‘(Ui,, - z4i,n- ,) - i d:‘,’ LPui,, =fyz4i,n, ?I,,,) 
Y = 1 
k,‘(ui.-ui.-l)- i dj2,)d(“)ui,n=f(2)(Ui,,, Din) 
((k n)eA). (2.3) 
, 1 
“=l 
Similarly by letting 
gj;; = gyx,, t,), lp = lp(x;) (I= 1, 2) 
the finite difference approximations for the boundary and initial conditions 
(2.2) become 
B”)[U,fl] =gi,‘,‘, Bc2)[Ui,,] =g{,: ((i, n)E S) 
Ui,O = lp, 1.0 = $I” (iEQ)> 
(2.4) 
U 
where B”‘[u,,,] and B’2’[ui,,] are suitable finite difference approximations 
of the operators in (2.1). For example, if ~c(‘)rO, /I(l)= 1 (Dirichlet 
boundary condition), the operator for ui,n is B”‘[u,,,] = u~,~. Assume, for 
convenience, that the boundary surface of Q* is parallel to the coordinate 
planes. Then a possible choice of the boundary approximation may be 
taken as 
B(‘)[Wj,n] = CC(‘)(Xj) IXi-iilp’ [W(Xj, t,)- W(ii, t,)] + p(‘)(Xi)W(Xjy t,) 
(2.5) 
for xi E r, where li is a suitable point in Q and [xi - ii1 is the distance 
between xi and ii. 
To apply the method of upper-lower solutions for the construction of 
monotone convergent sequences it is essential that the reaction function 
(f(l), f(*)) be quasimonotone. For simplicity we assume that (f(l), fc2)) is 
a C-function in the sense that f(l) and fc2) are continuously differentiable 
in u and u for (u, u) in a suitable subset of R2. For this type of reaction 
functions we have the following. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A Cl-function (f(l), fc2’) is said to be quasimonotone 
nondecreasing (resp., nonincreasing) in a subset J of R2 if af(‘)/au 2 0, 
df@)/&~ 2 0 (resp., @-(‘)/au ~0, af(‘)/&~ GO) for (u, u)EJ. It is said to be 
mixed quasimonotone in J if af(l)/au 60, af’2’/d~>0 (or vice versa) for 
(24, U)EJ. 
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For definiteness, we always take af(*)/au $0, af(*)/au >O, when 
(f(l), f(*)) is mixed quasimonotone. Consider a pair of functions (ii;,“, 6;,,) 
and (&,, I?;,~) such that (ii;,“, v”;,,) 2 (ci,n, t?,,,) in ;i. Define 
si,n = { tUi,n9 ui,n); tti;,n2 fii,J G tUj,n, O&n) d (fi;,n, c;,fl)}, (2.6) 
where the inequality for vector functions is always in the sense of com- 
ponentwise and pointwise. Assume that (z&~, v”;+) and (&, I?;,,) satisfy the 
boundary and initial inequalities 
Then depending on the quasimonotone property of (f(l), f’*‘) we have the 
following definition of upper-lower solutions for the coupled finite 
difference system (2.3), (2.4). For national convenience we set 
L’[w;,,] = f df,nd(“)wi,n (I= 1, 2). (2.8) 
V=l 
DEFINITION 2.2. Two functions (L&, a,,), (z&, t?;,,) with (iii,n, I?;,,) 2 
(z&+, i?;,,) in ,? are called ordered upper-lower solutions of (2.3), (2.4) if 
they satisfy (2.7) and if 
(i) for quasimonotone nondecreasing (f(l), f(‘)): 
k,‘(iij,n-ilj,n-1)-L(‘)[iij,,] ~f”‘(iij,,, ai,,) 
k,1(O”j,,-~j,n-~)-L(2)[~j,,] >f”‘(iij,,, v”j,n) 
((6 n) E A) 
k,‘@;,, - ti;,,- 1) - L”‘[&“] q-“‘(ti;,,, S;,,) 
k,1(~j,,-8j,,-,)-L’2’[~j,,] Gf”‘(tii,~y a;,,) 
(2.9) 
(ii) for quasimonotone nonincreasing (f”‘, f’*‘): 
k~‘(iij,~-iij,~-~)-L”‘[iij,~] >f”‘(Gj,,j I?;,,) 
k,‘(&.-fi;.-, ) - L’q-6; J &p”(a. r,n T v”i,“) 
k, ‘(a:-;,,-,)-L(l)cai:,] ~f”‘(l;j,,, D”;.n) 
((i, n)En) 
k,1(Bi,n-~i,,-l)-L(2)[U^i.] ~f”‘(ii;,,, O;,) 
(2.10) 
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and 
(iii) for mixed quasimonotone (f(‘), f(‘)): 
k,; ‘k., - &.n- 1 1 - L”‘Cci,nl 3f’“Cfi,n, fii,n) 
k,1(v”,,.-~i,,-l)-L’2’[~i,n] >f(2)(iil,n, Ci,) ((ifl)En). (2.11) 
k,‘(z$, - Li;,,- 1) - L”‘[zi;,J q-“‘(a,,,, a,,) 
k?@,,,, - fit.,- 1 ) - L(“[&J 6f’2’(tii,,, S;,,) 
In the above definition the requirements on (z&~, E,,,) and (Gi,n, zTi,,) 
are independent of each other when (f”‘, ,fc2’) is quasimonotone non- 
decreasing, whilst (ii,,,, 6,,) and (G,,,, 6, ,) are independent when 
(f”’ f’2’) is quasimonotone nondecreasing. However, for mixed 
quasimonotone (f”‘, fc2’) upper and lower solutions are coupled and 
should be determined simultaneously from (2.11). In the following two 
sections we use upper-lower solutions as initial iterations to construct 
monotone convergent sequences for each of the three type reaction 
functions. 
3. MONOTONE ITERATIONS FOR QUASIMONOTONE NONDECREASING 
AND NONINCREASING FUNCTIONS 
Suppose for a given type of quasimonotone (f”‘, fc2’) there exists ordered 
upper-lower solutions ( iii,nr IT;,,) and (fii,n, a,,,). Choose yif; > 0 such that 
Then for any (ui,,,, u ,,), (4,,, 4,,) in Si,n, (f”‘, fc2’) satisfies the relation 
f(1)(Ui,n3 ui,n)-f(l)(Ui,n, ui,n)b -Yl,‘,‘(“i,n-uj,n) when ui,n > u;, 
fv4,,~ &,n)-f(2Y%,n~ 4.n)~ -Y!,tzv~i,n-4.n) when ui,n b vi,,. 
(3.2) 
By adding ri,‘,‘ui,, and ~j,2n)u~,~ on both sides of (2.3) and letting 
P)(Ui,,, Uin)--Ylln)Uin+f(l)(Uin, u. 
. 3 > r,n 
) 
F(2)(ui,n> ui,n) EY1,2,)Ui,n +f(2)(Ui,n, Ui,n) 
(3.3) 
we obtain an equivalent system 
k,l(Ui,n--;,n-,)-L(‘)[ui,,] +$,/u~,,=F(~)(u~~, uin) . . 
k,‘(ui,n - 
(3.4) 
ui n- 1 , )-L’2’Cut,nl +Yj,2n)Ui,n=F(2)(Ui,n, u,,n). 
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Our iteration process is based on the system (3.4) and (2.4). Specifically, 
when (f(l), f”‘) is quasimonotone nondecreasing or nonincreasing, we use 
a suitable initial iteration (~j.2, u~pn)) and construct a sequence from the 
iteration process 
Since for each m = 1, 2, . . . . the above system involves two uncoupled linear 
finite difference parabolic problems this sequence is well-defined and can be 
computed by standard methods for linear parabolic boundary value 
problems. To obtain monotone sequences we give some monotone 
property of (F(l), P’). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (I+, u;,~), (I.&, u;,) be any two functions in Si,, such 
that (u~.~, ui,J 3 (4,,,, u:.,,) and let (3.2) hold. Then 
(i) F(‘)(K,~, ui,,) 2 F(l)(ui,,, 4,,), F’(*)(Uj,n, vi J 2 P’(U! 0’ r,n, ,,” ) 
when (f(l), f’*‘) is quasimonotone nondecreasing in S;.,,, 
(ii) F(l’(uj,n, vi,,) > F(‘)(u;,, u~,~), F(*)(u~,,, uin) 2 F(*‘(u~,~, ui,,) when 
(f (I’, f (“) is quasimonotone nonincreasing in Si,n, and 
(iii) F(l)(u,,,, vi,,) >F(l)(u:.,,, u;,~), F(2’(Ui.n, ui,,) 2 F(2’(U:,,, u;,) 
when (f”‘, f’*‘) is mixed quasimonotone in Si,,. 
Proof: For quasimonotone nondecreasing (f”‘, f’*‘) the condition 
(3.2) implies that 
F(l’(Ui,n, ui,n) -F(“(u:,n, u:,n) 
= EYj,I,)CUi.n- ‘i,n) +f(1)(Ui,n9 Ui,n) -fcl’(U~,,, Vi,“)] 
+ [f’l’(ui,,t Ui,n) -f(l)(U;n, u;,)] 2 0 
F(*VU,,, I ui,n) -F’2’(U:n~ u;n) 
= CYj,?!(“i,rz - ui,n) +f(2’(Ui,n, ui,n) --f(2’(Ui,n, u;,n)l 
+ Cf’*‘(ui,,, u;JJ -f’*‘(U;,,, u;,)] 2 0. 
This gives the relation (i). When (f(l), f’*‘) is quasimonotone non- 
increasing the same condition ensures that 
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F(l’(Ui,fz, OI,n) -F(‘)(ui,,, Uj,n) 
= Cvl,!h,n - 4.n) +f(“bqm $n) -f”‘(&,, 4,,,)1 
+ Cf’W,,, 4.n) -f(Y4.,, U&,)1 30 
F’2’(Ui,n, Ui,n)-F(2)(U~,tt, u:,n) 
= CYi,‘,‘t”i,n - Oi,n) +fc2)tU;n3 Ui.n) -fc2)tU:,n9 ul,n)l 
+ Cf’2’(ui,n, ui,n) --f(2)(Ui,n, u:,n)l a”. 
This leads to the relation (ii). Finally, for mixed quasimonotone (f(l), ft2’) 
the proofs in (i) for F(‘) and (ii) for F (l) show that the relation (iii) holds. 
This proves the lemma. 1 
Consider the case where (f(l), fc2’) is quasimonotone nondecreasing in 
Si,,. Then by using (&, ai,J and (&, I?~,,) as two distinct initial iterations 
we obtain two sequences from (3.5) which are denoted by {ti~,~‘, I$~‘} and 
{ _uj,z’, _v$‘}, respectively. To prove the monotone property of these 
sequences we need the following positivity lemma from [14]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L and B be operators given in the form of (2.8) and 
(2.5), and let w~,~ be any function defined in ;i such that 
k,‘(Wi,n-Wi,n-l)-LCWi,,I +Yi nWi,n~o ((i, n)En) 
Nw;,,l 2 0 ((i, n)E S) 
wi,,>” ((6 n)EQ), 
where yi,n > 0. Then wi,” B 0 in ;i. 
Using the result of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we establish the monotone 
property of the sequences given by (3.5). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (f(l), f (2)) be a quasimonotone nondecreasing Cl-func- 
tion in S,,. Then the sequences {ii~,~‘, Oj,:‘} and {gi,t’, _oi,‘J’} possess the 
monotone property: 
where m = 1, 2, . . . . 
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Then by (2.7), (3.5) 
B”)[W~,,] = B”‘[iii,,] -g;‘,‘ao, 
B’*‘[zi,,] = B’2’[tTj,,] -g;‘,‘> 0 ((6 n) E S) 
wi,o=i7,,o-l+b~“>,o zi,o = Gi,o - $J”’ 2 0 (iEn). 
(3.7) 
Define 
p4P(1)[Wj,n] =k,l(Wi,,-Wj,,~])-L’l)[Wi,,] + Y!,~,‘w,,, 
T’2)[zj,,] =k,1(zi,n-Zj,n-1)-L’2)[Zj,n] +ri,‘,‘Zi,,. 
(3.8) 
BY (2.9), (3.5) 
JifqWi,,] = P’[i+,] - F”‘(iq,‘, q”,‘, , . 
= k,‘(i&” - z& 1) - L”‘[i&,] -“/-“‘(iii,,, iYi,,) >o 
2P[Zi,,] = dp’2’[&J -P’(U~,~, q;, 
(3.9) 
=k,l(iYin-V”in~l . 1 ) - L”‘[&J -f”‘(ili,,, tii,J 20. 
An application of Lemma 3.2 gives w,,, 2 0, zi,, Z 0 in ;i. This proves the 
relation (ii’,‘, i$,‘,‘) < (Cl?, t?:,?). A similar argument using the property of a 
lower solution gives ($d, pi,‘,‘) > 24ipn), r$J). Let wi!i = Ui,‘i - _uj,‘,‘, z!‘) = 
I?:‘,--_vi,‘,. Then by (3.5), wi.2 and zj,‘,’ satisfy the boundary and in&al 
conditions 
B”‘[Wi,‘,‘] = B”‘[zi,‘,‘] =0 ((i, n)E S), wj,~=z;,~=o (ieli?). (3.10) 
By the use of (3.5), (3.2), and Lemma 3.1, 
LP’[w~,y] = F”‘@~P,‘, tij,?) - F”‘(_uj,y, g;,;, 20 
Lz’2’[z&q = P(UiPn), i$Pn’) - F’2)(gj,yj, pi,\)) 3 0. 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that wi,‘,’ > 0, zi’,’ 2 0 in A. The above conclu- 
sions show that 
(gjpn’, g;“,‘, Q (g!,‘,‘, pi’,‘) d (ii;‘,‘, q’,‘, < (iii”,‘, Q). I . 3 . 
Assume, by induction, that (3.6) holds for some integer m. Clearly the func- 
tions HI::) s $z) - tiit + I) and zfq’ = r?jz’ - r?JT’ ‘) satisfy the boundary- 
initial condition (3.10). Furthermore 
409/151/2-20 
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This leads to the conclusion wj;’ > 0, z!“‘3 0 which shows that 
(uj;“‘, i$“‘) < (zq’, $;‘). A similar argurr&t gives (_ui; + ’ ‘, tj’; + ’ ‘) 3 
(ujk’,pi,z’) and (_~j,;+“,_vj,;+“)< (z?~,;“‘, I?!,;+“). It follows from the 
induction principle that (3.6) holds for all m. This proves the lemma. 1 
The result of lemma 3.3 implies that the limits 
lim(f$‘, $9 = (Q,,,, ~A lim(_ul,Y’, _vl,9 = k,,,, _u~,~), as m+cO 
(3.11) 
exist in /1. Letting m -+ co in (3.5) shows that both (Ui,n, fii .) and (_u~,~, _v ,,) 
are solutions of (2.3), (2.4). To ensure that these limits coincide and yield 
a unique solution we define 
a”‘) = max{8J”)/&; (i, n) E ;i, (zQ~, u,,,) E Si,,} 
a”*)=max(laf”)/a0I; (i, ~)E;I, (u,,~, u~,~)ES~+} 
0’2’)=max{Iaf’2)/aUI; (i, n)eJ, (u~,~, u~,~)ES~,,~} 
0’**)=max{~Yf~*~/~u; (i, n)~;i, (u~,~, u~,~)ES~,~}. 
(3.12) 
It is clear from this definition that a’“‘>O, ~(~~‘30, and for (u~,~, t~~,~), 
(G, uL) in Si,, with (qn, ui,,Ja (ui,,,, u:,,), 
f(‘)(Ui,,, u,J -f”‘(U;,,, u:.J d a’“+4;,, - 24; .) + oyui n - 0; .) 
This relation leads to the following existence-uniqueness theorem for the 
finite difference system (2.3), (2.4). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (z?~,~, I!!,,,), (I&~, iTi,,) he ordered upper-lower solutions 
of (2.3), (2.4) and let (f”‘, f’*)) be a quusimonotone nondecreasing C’-func- 
tion in S,,. Then the sequences (2P) -‘m) , n , ui n ), @it), _v~~‘) obtained from (3.5) 
’ with (iq,“n’, Dipn)) = (z&, r,n fi. ) and (g’!“) _vf’))= (i. r,n, ,,n ,,n, O,,,) converge monotoni- 
cally from above and below, respectively, to solutions (iii,“, ~7~,~), (G~,~, -vi,,) of 
(2.3), (2.4). Moreover, 
If, in addition 
k,’ > max{a”” + @“, ,#12) + @“} (3.15) 
then (Ui,n> Vi,,) = (gi,n, pi,,) and is the unique solution of (2.3), (2.4) ins,,,. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.3, the limits (Ui,“, Vi,,) and (_u~,,,_DJ in (3.11) are 
solutions of (2.3) (2.4) and satisfy (3.14). Now if (UT,, ~7,) is any other 
solution in Si,, then (u:,, II:,) and (iii,n, i;i,n) are ordered upper-lower solu- 
tions. The conclusion in (3.14) implies that (u&, vz,) > (I&~, Z;i,n). Similarly, 
by considering (z?~,~, I?~,,) and (ut, u&) as ordered upper-lower solutions 
the same reasoning gives (u$, I&),< (I&~, Ei,,). This shows that any 
solution (z&, u&) in Si,n must satisfy the relation 
(Ui n, !?i n) 6 C”:n, u:n) B tUi,n, v~,n). 3 9 
(3.16) 
To show the uniqueness of the solution in Si,, it s&ices to establish that 
(fii3Y Ui,,) = (~t~,~, F ,~) in ;i. Let k,= k be the constant time step for 
n = 1, . . . . nj+ and let CI be a fixed number such that 
a(“) + a(2’) < a <k-l and (r”2’+0(22)<C1<k-1, (3.17) 
where 1 <n: <n*. The existence of c( satisfying (3.17) follows form (3.15). 
Define 
Ui,” = (1 - Crk)‘“lk (iii,, - gi,J, Vj,,=(l -ctk)‘“k (Ci,n-g,,n) (3.18) 
for it = 1, . . . . n: . Clearly Ui,, 2 0, Vi,, 2 0, and 
B”‘[ Vi,,] = B@‘[ Vi,,*] = 0 and ui,* = vi,o = 0. (3.19) 
Moreover, 
(~i,,-Ui,n)-(~i,n--l-L_li,n-l)=(l-ak)-’n’~ [Ui,,-(1~ak)U,,-11 
(Ui,n-_Y,,)-(~i,n-1-4’l,n-1)=(1-(Yk)-’n’k [Vi,,-(l-~rk)Vi,n-,]. 
(3.20) 
Since by (2.3), (3.13), and k,= k, 
k-‘C(u,n - ui,n) - (Ui.n- 1 -!!i.n-,)I -L”‘C6i,~-!!i,nl 
=S”)(iii,fi, ci,n) -f”‘(Ui,rz, Pi,,) d ‘T(ll)(~j,fl - _Ui,n) + a”z)(6j,, -_Vj,,) 
k-‘C(~,,,-_Ui,,)-(~i,n-~-_Ui,n-~)I-~’2’C~i,n-~i,nI 
=f’2)(Gj,n, ai,n) -f’2’(t_(i,f17 Pt,n) d 0’21’(Ui,fi - _Uj,n) + a(22)(cj,n -_V,,,). 
(3.21) 
Multiplication by (1 - ak) - ‘n’k and using the relations (3.18), (3.20) yield 
k-‘[U,~-(1-ak)U,~-,]-L’1’[U,~J~~’1t’U,~+~’L2’V,~ 
k~1[V~~~~(1-ak)~~,~-~]~L~2~[V~~J~~~21~U~,~+~~22~l/~n. 
(3.22) 
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Let (i,,n,) and (i,,n,) be indices in A= {(i,n); ~EQ, n=O, 1, . . . . H:} such 
that 
Ui,,n, = max( Ui,,; (i, n) E A> = II UII 1 
Vi,,n,=max{Vi,n;(i,n)E?I)-/IVIJ,. 
(3.23) 
By the boundary-initial condition (3.19), ii and i, must be in Q and n, # 0, 
n, # 0, unless (I 1511 I = 11 V/I i = 0. This implies that 
Pu,,,., < 0, L4(“)Vi2,n2 60 for v = 1, . . . . p, 
and thus L”)[Ui,,,,] < 0, L”‘[ Vi,,,,] < 0. Letting (i, n) = (il, n,) and 
(i, n) = (iz, n2) in the first and second inequality in (3.22), respectively, we 
obtain 
k-‘[U- ,,,n,-(1 -~k)Ui,,,z-11 ~a’11’Ui,.n,+~‘12’V,,,n, 
k-W’,,,.,- (1 - ak) Viz,“2- 1] < CT(~‘)L&~ + CT(~~%‘,,,.,. 
The nonnegative property of Ui,n, Vi,n, CJ(‘~), a(“), and the choice of 
a<k-’ imply that 
a 11 UII 1 < o(ll) 11 UII i + fJ(12) II VII 1 
a I/ VII 1 6 d2’) II UII 1 + a(221 IIVII 1 . 
Addition of these inequalities gives 
(a - a(“) - d2’)) II UII 1 + (a - a”” - ~7~~~)) (I VII 1 < 0. (3.24) 
In view of (3.17) the above inequality can hold only when 11 UII 1 = /I V(I 1 = 0. 
This proves (z$~, Vi,,) = (_u~,~, _D~,~) and thus the uniqueness of the solution 
for n = 1, 2, . . . . n:. Using n: as the initial time step and considering k, = k 
for n=n:+l,...,n:, where nj+ + 1 <n: <n*, the same reasoning shows 
that (zii,n, Vi,,) = (_u~,~, _vi,,) for IZ = n: + 1, . . . . n:. A continuation of the 
above argument leads to the uniqueness of the solution in ;i. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
In many physical problems the reaction function and the boundary- 
initial data satisfy the nonnegative property 
f”‘(0, 0) 2 0, gj,‘i 2 0, $q” 2 0, I= 1, 2. (3.25) 
In this situation the trivial function (z&, fi,,) = (0,O) is a lower solution. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following existence- 
uniqueness result in the region 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Let (i&, I?~,,) be a nonnegative upper solution and let 
(f(l), f (*‘) be a quasimonotone nondecreasing C’-jiinction in Si,:. Assume 
that (3.15), (3.25) hold. Then the sequences {ii;,:‘, Uj,:‘}, {u~,~‘, _ui,‘J’> 
obtained from (3.5) with (ui,!, i$y) = (Gi,n, Ei,,) and @I,:, pj,ypn’, = (0, 0) 
converge monotonically from above and below, respectively, to a unique solu- 
tion (u~,~, vi,n). Moreover, 
(O,O)<(g$,‘,,pj,‘,‘)< ... <(u~,~,v~,J< ... ~(u:fl,vj,‘,)~(iii,n,U”i,n). (3.27) 
Remark 3.1. The results in Theorem 3.1 and its Corollary can be 
extended to any finite number of coupled equations in the form 
k,‘(& -u!” I, n ,,,P1)-L”‘[u$,~;] =f(‘)(u~,‘,‘, ...) ZQ), I = 1, . ..) N (3.28) 
under similar boundary and initial conditions as in (2.4). The basic require- 
ment for this general system is the existence of upper-lower solutions such 
that (f(l), . . . . fcN’) is quasimonotone nondecreasing in the region between 
upper and lower solutions. 
When the function (f(l), f (*I) is quasimonotone nonincreasing, a trans- 
formation given by (u, v) + (M- u, u) for some constant M> 0 leads to a 
similar system where the reaction function is quasimonotone nondecreasing 
(cf. [ 121). Hence the results of Theorem 3.1 and its corollary can be 
applied to the transformed system. In applications, however, it is often 
more convenient o use the iteration process (3.5) directly without transfor- 
mation. Here the initial iteration is taken as either (iii,n, Bi,J or (ii+, v’i,n). 
Denote the corresponding sequence by {U!“’ u!“‘} and {~~,~‘, I$~‘}, r,n 7 -i,n 
respectively. Then as in Theorem 3.1 these two sequences converge to 
solutions of (2.3), (2.4). Specifically, we have the following 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (i&, U”J, (fii,n, ai,,) be upper-lower solutions of (2.3), 
(2.4) and let (f”‘, f @)) be a quasimonotone nonincreasing Cl-function in 
Sin. Then the sequences {iii,:‘, _oil’}, {_uj,‘J’, U~,~‘} obtained from (3.5) with 
(ui?, _ui”,‘) =(iii R, tii,) and (ui”,‘, I$“,‘) = (a, n, iYi,,) converge monotonically to 
their respective’solutions (ui,,:_ui,,); (_u~,~, v! ,) of (2.3), (2.4). Moreover 
Zf; in addition, condition (3.15) holds then (U. v. ) = (ui,“, Vi,,) and is the r,n, -r,n 
unique solution in S,,. 
A proof of the above theorem can be given either by a similar argument 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 or by transforming (2.3), (2.4) into a system 
with quasimonotone nondecreasing reaction function and then applying 
the result of Theorem 3.1. Details are omitted. 
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When (3.25) holds and (f”‘,f’*‘) possesses the property 
f”‘(0, u) > 0, fQ’(z4, 0) 3 0, for ~420, ~20 (3.30) 
the trivial function (tii,n, a,,,) = (0,O) is a lower solution. Furthermore, 
(%I> fii,,) is an upper solution if it satisfies (2.7) and the relation 
k,‘(iii,, -ii,,- ‘) - L”‘[i-&,] >f”‘@&, 0) 
k, ‘(6, n - fi+ ,) - L’2’[v”i .] af”‘(O, fi, .). 
(3.31) 
Clearly these conditions are satisfied by the constant function 
(z&~, fii,n) = (M”‘, M(*‘) if 
&f’/’ > g”‘/p”‘, MU’ > $U’, 
f(“(X, 2, A4 (I’, 0) < 0, f@‘(x, t, 0, MC*‘) 6 0 (I= 1, 2). 
(3.32) 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.2 we have 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (iibn, fii,,,) be a nonnegative function satisfying 
(2.7), (3.31) and let (f(l), f’*‘) b e a quasimonotone nonincreasing 
Cl-function in Si”,‘. Assume that (3.15), (3.25), and (3.30) hold. Then the 
sequences {ti~,~‘, &,T’}, {ui,y’, +) vi,, } obtained from (3.5) with (Uj,?, ~ipn’)= 
(i&, 0) and (uj,;, I?!,?) = (0, fii,,) converge monotonically to a unique solution 
CUi,n9 ui,“) which satisfies the relation (3.27). When (3.32) holds, a positive 
upper solution is given by (iii,n, iYi,,) = (M”‘, A#*‘). 
4. MIXED QUASIMONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
There is a large class of physical problems where the reaction function 
(f (I’, f (2’) is mixed quasimonotone. For this class of functions upper and 
lower solutions are required to satisfy the inequalities in (2.11). Using 
(U~pn’, q!J = (iii n, fii,“), ($j, $j) = (ci,“, 6, ,J as two distinct initial itera- 
tions we can construct two sequences {z$,t’, U~,~‘}, {$z’, _vj’J’} from the 
iteration process 
k,‘(uj,;‘- ui,;‘,)- L”‘[&‘$‘] + y:‘n)$“+ p”‘(&-“, _oi,?-“) 
k,‘($; - fii,?“‘,) - L’2’[fij:;‘] + $‘,‘n’~,;‘= f”2’(U;,;- l’, $,?- “) 
k,l(ul~)-ul~)l)-L(l)[ul~)] +yl’,‘_ull’=F”‘(ulm,-l), vi”-“) (4.1) 9 , 
k,‘(_vj,” - _v;,;’ 1) - L’2’[_vi,‘J’] + rj,:,‘,‘_vl,” = F’*‘($- l’, _v$‘J- I’). 
The boundary and initial conditions for these two sequences are the same 
as in (3.5). Although the above equations are uncoupled they are inter- 
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related in the sense that the mth iteration (tif,:‘, 0::‘) or (_ui,:), pi,:‘) 
depends on all the components of (m - 1)th iterations. This is in contrast 
to the system (3.5) where the sequence {u;:‘, a!,:‘} can be computed 
independent of the other sequence. In the following lemma we show the 
monotone property of the sequences given by (4.1). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (f(l), f (*‘) be a mixed quasimonotone Cl-function in 
S;,,. Then the sequences {u~,~ , -M) I?!,:‘>, {~~,~‘,_o~,~‘} given by (4.1) and the 
boundary-initial conditions in (3.5) possess the monotone property (3.6). 
Proof: Let ~~,~=UIPn)-Ul,ln)=~;,~-U:ln), z~,,=UI,~-U:~,)=~~,“-U~,~. By 
Wl), (4.1), 
and by (3.5) wi,, and zi,” satisfy the boundary-initial relation (3.7). In view 
of Lemma 3.2, wi,” 2 0 and zi,n > 0 in A . This gives (Ui,‘,‘, $,‘,‘) < (Ui,:, r?!,?). 
A similar argument using the property of a lower solution leads to 
(_ui,‘,‘, pi,‘,‘) Z (-u$j, -~i,z). Let wi,‘, = Cl,‘,‘- z$,,), zi,‘,j= Vi,‘,‘- _vi,‘,‘. By (4.1) and 
Lemma 3.1, 
Since win and zi,, satisfy the boundary-initial relation (3.10) Lemma 3.2 
ensures that wi’, > 0, zj’, 3 0 in ;i. The above conclusions yield the relation 
Assume by induction that (3.6) holds for some m. Then by (4.1), (3.5), and 
Lemma 3.1 the function (wi,:‘, zi,:‘) = (Ui,T’- Ui,:’ “, Vi,:‘- Vi,::+ “) satisfies 
the relation 
2?“[Wj,?‘] =F”‘(up’, _uj::-l’)-F”‘(uj~‘,_oj~‘)bO . . 
JP’[z$‘] =F’*‘(Uj,?-“, ,,” v!“- 1’) - p’(Ujg’, fijl’) 2 0 , . 
and the boundary-initial condition (3.10). This shows that (is:;+ I), r$+ “) 
< (Uj,‘J’, Ojz’). Similar arguments yield (ui,t+ ‘I, _vi,;+‘)) > (&Jr, _u!,;‘) and 
(u{,;+“, 0‘~~+“)3(_uj~+“,_o~~+” ). The monotone property (3.6) follows 
from the principle of’inductibn. 1 
The result of Lemma 4.1 implies that the limits (z&~, Ui,n), (_u~,~, -ui ,J given 
by (3.11) exist and the convergence is monotone. Letting m + co in (4.1), 
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(3.5) shows that these two limits satisfy the boundary-initial condition (2.2) 
and the relation 
k,‘(z&, - u. r,n- 1) - W%J =fwi,n~ L’i,,,) 
k,‘(C, n - u;,,Tp ,) - L’2’[vi ,,] =f(2’(Ul,n, ui .) 
kL1(!!i,n-!!i,n--l ' I- L”‘C!!f,rrl =f(“(_Ui,n3 vi,n) 
((4 4~4 (4.2) 
Kkn -_v,,.- 1 ) - ~“‘C_vi.nl =f(2’(_Ui,n, _vi n). 
To ensure that (Ui,n, Ui,n), (@i,n, _vi,,) are true solutions of (2.1), (2.2) it is 
necessary to show either Ui,n =_u~+ or Vin =_u~,~. We do this by using a 
matrix representation for (4.1). 
Let N be the total number of unknowns ui,n (or u,,,) with respect o the 
index i and let ULm’, l’Lm’, and F--(‘)( U, (m’, I”“‘) be the N-vectors with com- 
ponents u!“’ r.n 3 vi,:’ and P(uj,;‘, ui,:‘), resp”ectively, arranged in the usual 
fashion with respect o the index i, where I = 1,2. Denote by Alf’ the N x N 
band matrix associated with the operators -L”’ and B(‘), and by f!) the 
N x N diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 7:‘. Here for simplicity we 
have taken yi,n = y, independent of i (see (3.1)). Using these notations, the 
iteration process (4.1) becomes 
[Z+k,(A;‘+Z’;‘)] 17j,m’= D;“_‘, +k,(F;“‘(~~m,““, y;m--“)+G;‘) 
[Z+ k,(Ay’ + ry’)] vLrn = v;,“‘, + k,(P-‘2’( O;‘+ “, PLrn,” I’) + GI;?‘) 
[Z+k,(A~‘+T~‘)]_U~~‘=U~,“_‘,+k,(~(”(_U~m-”, vi*-“)+G;‘) 
(4.3) 
[Z+k,(A~‘+~~‘)]~~~‘=_V~~,+k,(~~2’(~~m--’,_y~m--‘)+G~)), 
where Z is the N x N identity matrix and Gy’, GF) are the vectors 
associated with the boundary functions gi,‘,‘, gf,“,’ (e.g., see [4, 141). Define 
(4.4) 
Then WA” = Zb”) = 0 and by (4.3) 
It is well known that with the central difference approximation (2.8) for the 
Laplacian operator the matrix AZ’ is diagonally dominant; and by the 
connectivity of 0, A IT’ is irreducible (cf. [21, p. 203). Moreover, all the 
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eigenvalues of A, (” have positive real parts when /I”‘(x) is not identically 
zero and have nonnegative real parts when fl”‘(x) = 0 on &J2 (cf. [21, 
p. 231). In any case, the inverse matrix 
@‘E (&q’)-’ E (z+AI(‘+qy (4.6) 
exists and is positive, and the spectral radius p(S?‘lf’) of @,” satisfies the 
estimate 
p(@y d (1 + pLjf’ + ylf’, ~ ‘, I= 1, 2, (4.7) 
where ,D!) is the smallest real part of the eigenvalues of AIf’. In terms of the 
matrix .%?k”, Eq. (4.5) may be written as 
w~~‘=~‘l”[w~~“,+k,(~~‘(~~~-1’,_V~~-1’)-~;jll’(_U~~--l), py’))] 
z~~‘=~‘P’[z~~‘,+k,(s~2’(O~m,““, py’)-g=;p’(g-“, _v;+“))]. 
(4.8) 
In the following lemma we give some estimate for ( WLm’, ZLmlm,). 
LEMMA 4.2. For every m = 1, 2, . . . . n = 1, 2, . . . . n*, and any norm in R”, 
11 wyll 6 ~pq’~~ [II w;?l( +k,(yy’+a”“) II wyq +k,a(12’ IIzy’Il] 
llzyll d ~~Lq2’~~ [ llz;?‘,II +k,(y;2’ + .(22’) Ilzy l’ll + k,d21 I/wy’l/], 
(4.9) 
where IlSY’lf’II is the operator norm of By’ in R”. 
ProoJ Let &‘), j, I= 1,2, be the constants given by (3.12) and let 
wg’ E ii{;’ - gi;’ 2 0, zi:’ = t?jT’ - _viz’ 2 0. By the mean-value theorem and 
the nonnegative property of a’(i2) and oC2’), 
Since by (3.1) (3.12), yi,‘, + CT(“) > 0 and yj,; + o(22) 30 the relation (3.3) 
implies that 
An application of the above estimate to (4.8) leads to the relation (4.9). 1 
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We next give an estimate for a class of vectors in Ry, where q is any 
positive integer. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let { XLm)} be a sequence of vectors in W such that Xi”” = 0 
and 
llX~m,“‘ll <a, IIX~?,ll +r llX~mm’V, m, n = 1 , 2, . . . . (4.10) 
where a, > 0 and II II is any norm in KY. If 0 < r < 1 then for each fixed n, 
lim IlX’“‘ll = 0 n as m-co. (4.11) 
Proof: By (4.10) with n = 1, 
llX\m)II da, liX~“‘ll + r IIJ$- ‘)/I d r IIJ$+ ‘)I[. 
An induction argument in m leads to 
IlX\“‘II < rm llJ$‘ll, m = I, 2, . . . . 
This implies that (4.11) holds for n = 1. Assume, by induction, that (4.11) 
holds for n - 1. Then for any E > 0 there exists an integer m, such that 
a, IlX~?,jl < (1 - r)&/2 = s, for all m b m,. In view of (4.10), 
IIX~mo+ ‘)I1 < E, + r lIXjlmO)ll 
IIXjlmO+*)II < E, + r IIX~mo+l)l/ < E~( 1 + r) + r* IIX~mo)ll 
Ip-jlmo+q <si(l+r+ ... + rsP ‘) + rs IIXLmo)(l, s = 1, 2, . . . 
By the hypothesis 0 < r < 1 there exists an integer s0 such that 
Ipyo+q <sl(1-r))1+s/2=s for all ~3s~. 
The arbitrariness of E ensures that (4.11) holds for n. The conclusion of the 
lemma follows from the principle of induction. 1 
Based on the results of Lemmas 4.1 to 4.3 we have the following 
existence-comparison theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (iii,,, Vli,n), (Gi,n, di,n) be coupled upper-lower solutions 
of (2.3), (2.4) and let (f il, , f(*)) be a mixed quasimonotone Cl-function in 
Si,,. Then for any k, satisfying 
k ” < (1 + y(‘) + p”‘)/(y”’ + a(“) n n n n + a?‘), 1=1,2 (4.12) 
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the sequences {i$‘, -In’ u.~}, {pi:‘, _u~‘J’} given by (4.1) and the boundury- 
initial conditions in (3.5) both converge monotonically to a unique solution 
lUi,n9 v~,~) of (2.3), (2.4). Moreover, 
(kZY v^i,J G Cr(j,z’, !?I’,:‘) G CUi,n, Ui,n) < Cut,:‘, Gj,y’) 6 ttli,n, u”i,n) in A. 
(4.13) 
Proof In view of (4.2) the limits (z&~, Ui,J, (I-(~,~, _o~,~) of the sequences 
{Ui, 3 ((n’ r$y’}, {gj,:‘, _vi,t’} are solutions of (2.3), (2.4) if (Ui.n, I?;,~)= 
(gi,,, _vi,,). To prove this it suffices to show that ( WLm’, Zim’) + (0,O) as 
m + co, where IV:“‘, ZLm’ are given by (4.4). Set 
p, = max [y(l) + 0;” + oy”], 
I= 1.2 
Then addition of the two inequalities in (4.9) gives 
II KYII + ll~!3 G ll~“ll [II q?‘, II + IIZf!, II 
+kMI~~m-“lI + Ilz~m-“llH. (4.15) 
It is well known that for any E > 0 there exists a matrix norm (1. II and a 
corresponding vector norm in RN such that 
~p4v’~~ < (1 + y(” +/A(” - E))l, II n n Il.@“Xll < l(%%(“l/ IlXil n n (XE UP”) (4.16) 
(cf. [6, p. 461). In view of the analogous property between the matrices 
A;’ and A:’ the relation (4.16) holds with the same norm. In fact, if A:’ 
is symmetric or is an M-matrix in the sense of [6] the relation (4.16) holds 
with ~~~~“~~ =p(g’lf’). Using the norm in (4.16) and letting 
G,rmax{(l +~If’+pf’--&))I,/= 1,2} 
we obtain from (4.15) 
(4.17) 
II V’ll + llZ?‘ll G ~,(/I qF1 II + Il-c~, II 1 
+ k,o,p,( 11 wy- l)l/ + Ilzy- “II). (4.18) 
By the condition (4.12) there exists a sufliciently small s >O such that 
k,G,p, < 1. It follows from Lemma 4.3 with 
r=max{k,G,p,;n= 1, . . . . n*}, I(X’“‘II = 11 W’“‘II + 112’“‘11 n n n 
that lim( /I W!~~‘ll + IlZ~““ll) = 0 as m + co. This shows that (Ui,n, Ui,n) = 
(_u~,~, _vi,,) and is a solution of (2.3) (2.4). 
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TO show the uniqueness of the solution we consider any two solutions 
(U,, V,), (U,*, I’,*) in Si,n and let W,,= U,-U,T, Z,= V,- I’,*. Then 
W,=Z,=O and 
w,=~~)[w,~,+k,(~“‘(U,, V,)-F(‘)(U,*, If,*))] 
z,,= 6y[Z,-, +k,(9’2’(U,, V,)- e2’(u,*, V,*))]. 
By the same argument as in the proof for (WLY’), Zilm)) we have 
IIWJ + II-a ~~,(IIW,~,I/ + ll~,~,II)+~,~,p,~ll~,II + II-a). (4.19) 
This leads to the relation 
IIWnll + I/~,Il~~,~~-~,~*~,~~‘(llw”~,ll+ IIZ, -III), n = 1, . ..) n*, 
where k,ti,p, < 1. It follows from 11 W,J + lIZoIl = 0 that II W,ll + llZ,II = 0 
for all II. This proves (U,, V,) = (U,*, I’,*) and thus the uniqueness of the 
solution. The proof of the theorem is completed. 1 
Suppose the function (f(l), f(*)) and the boundary-initial functions possess 
the property 
fj,‘,‘(O, u) 2 0, fy&4 0) 3 0, g;y 3 0, $1,‘; 2 0 
for ~20, vb0 (I= 1,2). (4.20) 
Then the trivial function (Eii,n, tii,,) E (0,O) is a lower solution. Moreover, 
(iii+, fii,,) is an upper solution if it satisfies (2.7) and 
k,‘(&- z&~+~)-L(‘)[z&,J >f;‘,‘(i& nr 0) in A. . . 
k, ‘(fi,,n - V”i,n- 1I- L’2’Cci,nI 2f~,‘,‘Ciii,n, v”i,n) 
(4.21) 
Since the two inequalities in (4.21) are not coupled the techniques for the 
construction of upper solutions of scalar boundary value problems can be 
used to find iii,, and i?i,n (cf. [ 11, 141). This observation leads to the 
following 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let (Gi,,, iJi,,) > (0, 0) and satisfy (2.7), (4.21) and let 
(f(‘),f(*)) be a mixed quasimonotone C’-function in $pn). If (4.12), (4.20) 
hold then the sequences given by (4.1) with (tij,?, z?j,!)= (ii,,, Ei,,) and 
(_u!O’ _v!“‘) = (0 0) I, n 9 I, n converge monotonically to a unique nonnegative solution 
(Ui,“, ui,“) of (2’.3), (2.4). Moreooer (u~,~, u~,~) satisfies the relation (4.13). 
Remark 4.1. All the conclusions in Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1, 
including their respective corollaries, remain true when (f(l), f (2)) is 
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Lipschitz contiguous in S,, rather than a Cl-function in S,,. In case 
(f(‘),f@)) is continuous in S,, and satisfies only the one-sided Lipschitz 
condition 
f(YA u) -j-q. 2.42 u) 3 - y(‘)(u, - u*) 3 9 for ti,<~~<u,<ii 
f’*‘( .) u, II,) -f’2’( .) 24, u*) 3 -y’*‘(u, - u2) for ti<u,du,<fi, 
(4.22) 
where (u, IJ)ES~,~ then the limits (u~,~, z?~,~), (gi+, pi,,) of the sequences 
given by (3.5) for quasimonotone nondecreasing or nonincreasing 
(f(l), f’*‘) are still solutions of (2.3) (2.4). However, these two solutions 
do not necessarily coincide even if k, is very small. The weakening 
condition (4.22) is useful in certain class of reaction-diffusion problems. 
Applications of the above monotone iterations to specific models and 
implementation of the computational algorithms will be discussed 
elsewhere. 
5. CONVERGENCE OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE SYSTEM 
The method of upper-lower solutions and its associated monotone itera- 
tion can be used to prove the convergence of the finite difference system 
(2.3), (2.4) to the differential system (2.1) (2.2) as the mesh size tends to 
zero. Here the definition of upper-lower solutions for the differential system 
(2.1) (2.2) also depends on the quasimonotone property of (f”‘,f’*‘) and 
are given in the same form as in Definition 2.2 (cf. [ 111). Denote these two 
functions by (ii(x, t), 6(x, t)) and (a(x, t), 6(x, t)) and set 
S@,) = ((4 u); (k 8) d (I4 0) < (ii, fi), (x, t) EDT}, 
where 6,~ a* x [0, T]. Depending on the quasimonotone property of 
(f”‘, j’(*‘) it is possible to construct similar monotone sequences for the 
parabolic system from the iteration process: 
*jm)-D(l)V*U(m)+Y(l)U(m)=F(I)(X, f &-l), u(m-l)) 
p _ pV*U(m) + ywp) = p’(.& t, p- I), uP-l’) 
B”‘[ZP’] =g”‘(x, t), P’[u’“‘] =g’Z’(x, 1) 
(5.1) 
zP)(X, 0) = l)“‘(X) P)(x, 0) = l)‘*‘(x), 
where m = 1, 2, . . . . Specifically, for quasimonotone nondecreasing 
(f(l), f’*)) we use (ii, 6) and (ti, 0) as two distinct initial iterations in (5.1) 
and obtain two sequences which are denoted by {z?(~), P)} and 
{ qr(“), p(“‘}. Similarly, for quasimonotone nonincreasing functions the two 
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initial iterations are (ii, 8), (zi, v”), and the corresponding sequences are 
denoted by {UCm’, c’~‘} and {u”“, u(~‘}. In the case of mixed 
quasimonotone (f”‘, f”‘) the sequences { zP”, tP’} and { $“‘, E(~‘} are 
determined from the equations 
u)“‘-D”‘V2U’“)+y’l’~‘m)=~‘l’(x, t,p-I’,p’m-l’) 
jjj"'-#q2p'+ y'2'p'=5-'2'(X, [, fib-- l', &m - I') 
_U~m'-D'1)V2_U'M'+y'l'u'~'=F'l'(X, t, ,'- I', fi'"- 1,) 
in DT (5.2) 
$’ _ D’2573’“’ + #3’” = f”Z’(X, 1, $- I’, _v’” “) 
and the boundary-initial conditions in (5.1), where (U”‘, U”‘) = (27, u”), 
(u”‘, ijo’) = (6, 8). This construction leads to the following existence- 
comparison theorem whose proof can be found in [ll, 131. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (i.2, I?), (u, 17) be ordered upper-lower solutions of (2.1), 
(2.2) and let (f”‘, fc2’) be a CL-function in S(D,). Then the sequences 
{U ‘4, $m’\ t u’““, _v”“‘} from (5.1) for quasimontone nondecreasing 
(f(l), f Q’,“,nd- {u(m), P(m’}, {u’m’, v(m) } for quasimonotone nonincreasing 
(f (I’, f (2’) both converge monotonically and uniformly to a unique solution 
y2 v) of (2.1), (f.F).(yhen (f”‘,f (2’ IS mixed quasimonotone the sequences ) 
rP’, U’“‘), {u m, _u m ) from (5.2) a so I converge monotonically to a unique 
solution (u, v). In each case 
li < y@‘< u < gm’ Q ii, e < _V@’ < u < p’ 6 fi in DT. (5.3) 
Let (u(x, t), v(x, t)), (u~,~, v~,~) be the unique solution of the respective 
problem (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) (2.4) and let (u”“(x, t), v”“‘(x, t)), 
(ui,:‘, oi,:‘) be their respective mth iteration given by (5.1) and (3.5) (or 
(5.2) and (4.1)). Define 
wi,;’ E u@y.q, t,) - up, zg’ E v’m’(x,, t,) - II;,;‘, (5.4) 
where (z&*~(.x~, t,) u’~‘(x;, t,)) is the solution of (5.1) evaluated at the 
mesh point (x,, t,). Then 
I”(xif tn) - Ui,nl f I”txi, tn) - u ‘m’(Xi, t,)l + Iw$,:‘l + IUj~‘-Uj,nl 
IU(Xj, fJ - Ui,pl( f lv(Xj, t,) - U ‘“‘(Xj, t,)[ + IZ~~‘l + lO~,~‘- vi,nl* 
(5.5) 
In view of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, and 5.1 given any E > 0 there exists 
m* zm*(~) such that for all (xi, t,)cJ 
14x;, t,) -u ‘“‘txi3 tfl)l + Ivtxi3 tn)-v’m’(X~, tn)l Cc when m ,m* 
IUj+ - u;,y + Ivj$ - ?$‘I < E. ’ 
(5 6) 
. 
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Hence the convergence of (z+, Ui,n) to (u(x,, t,), u(xi, t,)) is ensured if for 
some m>m* and 6~0, 
lwj,;‘l <&, 1z~,;‘1 < & when k,+ lh12<6, (5.7) 
where lh1*=h:+ . . . + hz. It is obvious from (5.4) that (WI;), z,!,:‘) satisfies 
the boundary-initial conditions 
B”‘[Ww] = p[z!“‘] = o(lhl), ,,n 1,n w!“) zz gy’ = 0 I.0 . 2 (5.8) 
where o( lhl) -+ 0 as (hi + 0 (o(lhl) = 0 for Dirichlet boundary condition). 
In the following discussion it is understood that for each v, k,/hf remains 
finite as k, --+ 0, h, + 0; and the set of mesh points in ;i is always contained 
in every refinement of Pi. 
Consider the case where (f”‘,f”‘) is either quasimonotone non- 
decreasing or quasimonotone nonincreasing. Then by the iteration pro- 
cesses (3.5) and (5.1), (wj,:‘, z~,~‘) satisfies the equations 
$P”‘[Wp] = F”‘(ZP- ‘)(Xi, t,), IP- ‘)(Xi, t,)) 
-F”)(uj,T-“, uj,;-“)+o’“‘(lhl*, k,) 
5Y’yZpN] = pyu+ 1) i,n lxi, tn), u’mp’)(Xi, f,)) 
-F’*‘(ujr;-I), ~~~-~))+o’~)(lhl*, k,), 
where @)(Jh(*, k,)+O as lhl*+k, --* 0. In matrix form the above equation 
may be written as 
where q’m), VL”‘) are the N-vectors with their respective components n 
U(Xi, t,), U(Xi, t,) and O’“‘((h12, k,) is the N-vector which tends to zero as 
IhI* + k, + 0. The initial condition (5.8) implies that WLm) = ZLm) = 0. 
Using the matrix 3:) in (4.6), Eq. (5.9) is reduced to 
)J/+‘=~(“[W’“’ +k (~“)(/J&‘m-1, ” n nl n y’m-1) n 9 ” )-y”‘(uy’, yy’))] 
+O’“‘(lh(* k ) 3 n 
Z$‘k&2’[Z;~~~, +k,(@‘(q$“-‘I, ^lrf’-‘))-~‘*)(u;+‘), v;m-I’))] 
+ O’“‘( Ih( *, k,). (5.10) 
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For the convergence problem it suffices to show that for some rn bm*, 
II W~t”‘m,il + IIZ!,m’m,ll + 0 as Ihl 2 + k,, -+ 0, where /I . II is any convenient norm in 
KY’“. To achieve this we prepare the following 
LEMMA 5.1. Let a, b, c be positive constants with a < 1 and let {CY~m)} be 
a sequence of vectors in RN such that IIY~“)l\ = IlCV~‘ll =0 and 
IlYyf’ll da IIgujlnl’, II+ b IIYLrn - “11 + c, m = 1, 2, . . . . (5.11) 
Then for all n = 1, 2, . . . . n*, 
llY:m)“‘ll < (c/b)(o” + o”-’ + ... + o), m = 1, 2, . . . . (5.12) 
where o=b(l -a))‘. 
Proof Let p’“)=max{(ISY$“,“‘ll;n= 1, 2, . . ..n*}. By (5.11) and IISYuj;)ll 
=O, an induction argument gives 
~~CiY’f’~~ d bp’“- “+ c 
I19/$m)l( 6a(bp’“~~“+c)+bp’“~~“+c=(a+ l)(bp”+“+c) 
IICY~mT”‘II<(a”-‘+a”-2+ ~~~+l)(bp(“-‘)+c)<(l-a)~l(bp(“~l)+c). 
This implies that ptm) < o(P(“~ ‘) + c/b) for m = 1, 2, . . . . By the use of 
p’“’ = max IlCYujp)ll= 0 another induction argument gives 
pcm’ < (r? + cm ~ ’ + . . a)(c/b), m = 1, 2, . . . . 
This leads to the relation (5.12). 1 
We now prove the convergence problem for quasimonotone non- 
decreasing and nonincreasing (f(l), fC2’). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (ii, I?), (ti, B) and (ii,,, v”,,,), (ti,,,, O,,,) be ordered 
upper-lower solutions of the system (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), (2.4), respectively, 
and let (f (I’, f (*I) be quasimonotone nondecreasing (resp., nonincreasing) in 
S(D.). Assume that B(‘)(x) f 0 and either (ii, fi)= (iii+, a,,,) or (a, G) = 
(tii,n, I?~,,) (resp., either (ii, ti)= (iii,n, I?~,,) or (ti, v”) = (tii,n, i?;,,)) in A. Then at 
each point (xi, t,) E ;i the solution (u~,~, v~,~) of (2.3), (2.4) converges to the 
solution (u(x,, t,), v(xi, t,)) of (2.1), (2.2) as (hj2 + k, + 0. 
Proof Since the system with quasimonotone nonincreasing function 
can be transformed to a system with quasimonotone nondecreasing func- 
tion it suffices to prove the theorem for quasimonotone nondecreasing 
(f(l), ft2)). Let ( u’“‘(x,, t,), vCm)(xi, t )), (u{,z’, u!‘J’) be the respective 
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solution of (5.1) and (3.5) corresponding to the same initial iteration (i.e., 
(U(0)(Xi, t,), d")(xi, t,)) = (ui”,‘, ui”,‘)) and let (w/:‘, ~11’) be given by (5.4). 
Then in vector form, ((k m !, ), ZLm)) satisfies (5.10) with (IV:), Zf)) = 
( WL”‘), Zb”‘) = (0,O) for all m, n. By (5.5), (5.6) it suffices to show that for 
any E, > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for some m 2 m*, 
II W?~ll + Il-qrn~ll < 8, when lh12+k,<6. (5.13) 
Given any E > 0 let 11 .I1 be the matrix norm such that (4.16) holds. Then 
by (5.10), (4.16), and (4.17) 
/I w;yl d O,[ /I w;y’ll + k” llFz”‘(qm- l), Yy,“- 1’) 
-I--, vy))Il] + ll0(m)ll 
IIZ;mlm,ll 6 c5,[ llZ;‘?J + k, 11F’2’(%;“p ‘I, VLm- l’) 
- 2@2)(uy), Yf- “)I11 + IlO(“) 
where ~~0”“~~ + 0 as IhI2 + k, + 0. Since by (3.3) and the hypothesis on 
(f(l), f”‘) the vector function (F(l), F(2) ) satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
there exists a constant K,, > 0 such that 
II W:“?l <@[II W:‘T’ll + k,K,,(ll W:m-l)ll + IIZ~m-‘)ll)] + IlO’“‘ll 
IIZ:m’ll ~W,JW~‘?Ill +k,K,(ll W;“-“II + 112j,“-“1l)] + llO’“‘ll. 
(5.14) 
Let ~~%Y~~)~~ = II Wkm)ll + IIZ~m)ll and set 
p, = rnin{pc), p:)}, -j?, = min{yy’, I)?)}. (5.15) 
By the hypothesis fi(‘) f 0 there exists ,u* > 0 such that 8, bp* for all n. 
Addition of the inequalities in (5.14) gives 
l19;m,“‘ll d 6, II~ujl?,ll + 2w,k,,K, IIY;m- ‘)I1 + ilO’“‘ll. (5.16) 
Choose E 6 @,/2 and set 
a=max {(l+ji,/2+y^,)-‘}, n b=max{2k,K,(1+&/2+~,))‘}. 
” 
Then 0, < a < 1 for all n and 
llqm’ll <a llcq?II +b Ilqm-“ll + llO(m)ll. (5.17) 
Since II!V’Ip’II = II%Y~m)ll = 0 and since for any E, > 0 there exists a constant 
6 > 0 such that 
110’“‘11 <El for mam* when lh(‘+k,<d 
409/151/2-21 
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an application of Lemma 5.1 (with a fixed m > m*) shows that 
I@iqq < [(cTm+dm-‘)+ .“l)/h]&, when lh(*+k,,<6 
The arbitrariness of E, implies that (5.13) holds for a sufficiently small 6. 
This proves the theorem. m 
When (f”‘,f’*‘) is mixed quasimonotone we have the following 
analogous conclusion 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (ii, v”), (z& ti) and (iii,n, U”i,n), (Q, Ci,,) be ordered 
upper-lower solutions of the system (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), (2.4), respectively, 
and let (f ‘I), f”‘) be mixed quasimonotone in S(d,). Assume that 
j?“‘(X) f 0, (ii, 6) = (i&, I?;,,,) and (C, I?)= (tii,n, tii,,) in ;i. Then at each 
point (xi, t,,) E ;i the solution (u~,~, v,,,) of (2.3), (2.4) converges to the solu- 
tion (u(x,, t,,), v(xi, t,,)) of(2.1), (2.2) as k,+ IhI* +O. 
Proof. Let {tiCm), ti@)}, {_u(~), _u@‘)} and (Ui,:), Ui,:)}, {_ui,t), _vi,y)} be the 
sequences given by (5.2) and (4.1), respectively, and let 
(W I,;‘, qy) = (iP(X,, t,) - ii;,;‘, dW)(Xi, t,) - $;‘, 
(yg’, g;‘) = (g’“‘(x,, t,) - &,r’, p(xi, t,) -$y). 
(5.18) 
Then the above functions satisfy the relation (Wiyi, ?I,“,‘) = (wjpn’, zly;) = 
(0,O) and the boundary-initial condition (5.8). Moreover, 
,ry”‘[li;;,y’] = F”‘(iP- ‘)(x1, t,), _v’“- “(Xi, 2,)) 
-F”)(ul,~~“,_~)(“,-~‘))+U’~)(lh1*,k,) 
6”“‘[$3 =pyfi(m-~)(x, f ) p-lyx. [ )) I3 nr I' " 
-F’*‘(z$- ‘), i$-“) + O’“‘(lhl*, k,) 
lp)[w!mq =Vl$p-‘) 
- r,n (Xi, t,), fi’“- ‘)b,, t,)) 
-F”‘(g),;-‘), i$,;-I’)+ @“‘(IhI*, k,) 
P2’[&‘] = F(*)(g(“f- “(Xi, t,,), _v’“- 1)(x,, t,)) 
-F’*‘(ul,~-“,_v)=:~“)+O’“‘(lh12,kn). 
In vector form, these equations become 
~'m)E#')[~"') +k (,(I,(@+1, @m-l) 
n n n, ” n 2 - n 
)-$Lm(q+‘), _v~-+“))] 
+O’“‘((h(* k ) 3 n 
p)=g(*)[~(y) +k (9w(4y(m-l) 
II n “I n 
~(m-- 1~)-~12)(~b~i) p-i)))3 
n 9” n jn 
+O’“‘(lhl* k ) 2 n 
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+ O’“‘(lh12 k ) 3 n 
Z’“‘=0#2’[~(m’, +k (9-(2)(@-l) --n n n n n yd"-~))-~(2)(_~(*-1) 2 - n n 
VW-I)))] 
2-n 
+ O’“‘( (hl 2, k ) II 9 
where (@Am), gkmlm,) and (g!, (“‘I, fkm,“‘) are the vectors with components 
(U(*‘(Xi, t,), ti(*)(xi, 1,)) and _u(~)(x~, t,), gCm)(xi, t )), respectively. In view 
of (4.16), (4.17) and the Lipschitz condition on (f(‘),f(2)) there exists a 
constant K, > 0 such that 
II ~:*‘I1 <O,[II W:‘?lll +k,K,,(I( FV;m-“ll + IIZ;m-“/l)] + /IO’“‘/1 
llz:“‘ll <Wn[llZ;f?lll +k,K,,(IIW;m-l)II + IIZ;m-‘)Il)]+ llO(m)jl 
ll!Y~“‘~ll GLCII!Vf?‘,II +k,K,AIU’~m-l’ll + ljZf’-l)ll)]+ llO’“‘l1 
(5.19) 
IlZ?‘ll %%CIIZ~?~ll +k,K,AIW~m-l’lI + llZ:m-“ll)]+ ilO@‘)ll. 
Define 
ll~!?ll = /I Frn’ll + lIq~,“‘ll + II !F:m)ll + llz~m~ll. 
Then an addition of the inequalities in (5.19) yields 
Il%;m’ll <G,, llfY~,“-‘lll +2&k,K,, Il~;m-“lj + llO(m)(l. 
Since this is the same relation as that in (5.16), and by (5.17) and the 
hypothesis on the initial iteration IjYyjp’ll = l/Y~m’lj = 0, the same argument 
as in the proof of Theorem 5.2 shows that for any E, > 0 there exists 6 > 0 
such that ~~~~m)~~ <E, when Jhl2 + k, < 6 and m 2 m*. The arbitrariness of 
E, ensures that (5.7) holds. This proves the theorem. 1 
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